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AIRBLAST PROPAGATION INTO ACOUSTIC SHADOW ZONES 

Jack W. Reed 
JWR, Inc. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 
May 1,1998 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the Poseidon motor disposal explosions, which are fired during the wanner 
months at Hill Air Force Base Range, west of Great Salt Lake, Ut^, were fired m weaker 
conditions with an eastward-directed sound velocity versus height gradient refiracted anblast 
upward, away from ground. Such weather conditions generally attenuate airblasts propagated a 
ground level, they cause minimal disturbance to their neighborhoods, and they are usually 
Leptable to explosion testers. These noise propagations have thus been mostly ignored in 
studies of nuisance airblast propagations. Problems of atmospheric refiractive enhancement of 
airblast propagation, which can irritate the neighboring population and cause vanous degrees of 
cosmetic structural damage, had priority for resolution. On the other hand, there are some cases 
where attenuated propagations, shadowed either by atmospheric refiactiori ^erts or by terrmn 
barriers, can be of concern. Consequently, a better understandmg of wave diffraction, scattering, 

or diffusion into such shadow zones may be useful. 

Poseidon-disposal explosions, equivalent to about 20-t (18-tonnes) TNT, were recorded 
by sound-level meter on Antelope Island, in Great Salt Lake, at 65 km r^ge almost due east 
from the firing site and WSW from Ogden.. During 1995, 39 shots were 
made at Antelope Island of 24 of them. During 1996, 32 events were recorded of the 44 total. 

These will be the subjects of this analysis. 

BACKGROUND 

During Operation DOMINIC, atmospheric nuclear tests at Christmas Isl^d in 1962 
several megaton-class bursts were detonated at kilometer altitudes about 301^ souAwest of dia 
atoll In the prevailing easterly trade winds and relatively unstable thermal-stmctured tropical 
atmosphere, airblast was propagated upwind toward the atoll vdthin sfrong sound velocity versus 
height gradient conditions that bent blast rays upward away from the surface, as illusttated m 
Firare 1 Depending on specific wind and temperature conditions at firing time, some blast rays 
reLed pressure gages operated on the atoll, where measured overpressures were very close to 
Standard explosion predictions bom ANSI S2.20-1983 [1]. In other cases with stronger gradients 

however, the limiting ray just grazed the ocean surface short of ‘iistance. In Aese c^es 
airblast was attenuated to below Standard explosion expectations. Analysis of detailed ray plots 
showed that overpressures in this shadow zone, beyond the ^^mg pomt, decayed in invers 
proportion to the square of distance into the shadow zone. Undistorted sphencal propagation at 

such relatively low overpressures decays almost inversely with distance—to the first power. 

These results were published in Weapons Test Report WT-2057 October 1963 [2] 
classified secret along with all megaton-class explosion test data, and nearly forgotten. Recent 
attempts to declassify this report under currently relaxed rules have been delayed because of 
some included shot yields which have, so far, only been given yield ranges m released listings. 
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Nevertheless, this propagation principle can be stated — without available and adequate 
documentation — and examined for validity in other explosion test results. 

Four series of small explosion tests, of 1-kg, 8-kg, and 65-ke C-4 exnlosivp^ 
conducted m 1994 - 1996 by the Norwegian Defense Construction Service, to examine the atten¬ 
uating mfluence on airblasts propagated through European forests. Vertical arrays of weather 
instruments and airblast pressure gages were operated on 30-m towers for all tests. Two series 
were fired on flat terrain, two series on hilly terrain. Summer and winter (snow-covered) tests 
were conducted oyer each terrain type. Tbe first series in June, 1994, and now partially analyzed 
showed that airblast overpressure indeed decayed inversely with distance-squared, at 30-m 
tower-top height from the closest weather-dependent ray point at that height, in upwind 
propagations, as shown in Figure 2. Similar paths to lower tower gages passed through forest 

further attenuated. Analyses of the winter series measurements of February 
1995, is scheduled to begin soon. 

"Dius, this shadow-zone propagation model appears to be valid over three orders of 
magmtude m wave frequency and nine orders of magnitude in explosion yield! But neither these 
Norwegm nor DOMINIC results can be applied directly to the most common problem of 
honzontd propagation from a surface burst where the co-altitude ray is at the source and 
inverse-distance-squared overpressure decay clearly does «or prevail along the entire path 

TKTT f PROPA-GATOR, 2.3-, 45-, and 1134-kg (5-, 100-, and 2500- 
lb) TNT tests of weather-dependent airblast propagation at Cape Canaveral, Florida, in 1979 [31 
showed that overpressure-distance decay rate increased with increased sound velocity decrease 
— as measured between the surface and atop a 154 m meteorological tower — from an 
approximate Standard explosion source near 2-kPa overpressure. 

These results were incorporated into Program BLASTO© for weather-dependent airblast 
predictions [4], but there are conceptual difficulties from yield-scaling principles [5] that require 
scaling fl// dmiensions, both horizontal and vertical, in proportion to the cube-root of explosion 
yield, while conserving sound velocity difference (not gradient) in raypath equations. The height 
at which the atmospheric sound velocity gradient should be established for yields other than 
toose used m these tests could only be guessed. It was assumed in BLASTO that the effective 
decrease occurred at the yield-scaled height of 154 m above 100-lb TNT surface burst. But yield- 
scalmg ^s height for very large explosions often reached altitudes with much greater sound 
DDOD? temperatures, well beyond the “calibrated” range, about 10 m s'", from 

. tJPA-GATOR results. Also, such deep atmospheric layers usually contained several 
sigmficant changes in sound velocity gradient that produced a variety of potential raypath 
patterns. 

Sound velocity structure and ray paths for a typical Utah Poseidon explosion event are 
shown m Figure 3. It was hypothesized that there should be some point along the limiting 
raypath, emitted horizontally at 0° elevation angle from a surface burst, as it was refracted 
upward through the atmosphere, that would have predictive utility as a virtual source — whether 
scattered, diffracted, or diffused — for the attenuated wave reaching ground at distance 
Radiosonde balloon weather measurements (raobs) near the shot — in space and time — allowed 
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raypath calculations for distant propagations toward Antelope Island, as was shown in Figure 3. 
A first attempt to correlate measured overpressures with the limiting, horizontally emitted ray 
path proved quite successful, as will now be described. 

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

1. At what distance from the explosion would a Standard explosion overpressure source 
be in order to decay with inverse-distance-squared to give the recorded overpressure? This 
Mswer is found on a Standard explosion log-log overpressure-distance curve, as shown by 
Figure 4, for a 17.9-Mg TNT surface-burst equivalent for two Poseidon motors. It is intersected 
by an mverse distance-squared line through the measured overpressure, shown as 110 dB (6 32 
Pa) at 65 km, for example. Intersection occurs at 19.2 km with 72.9 Pa (126.5 dB). Such source 
distances are shown versus target decibel overpressures in Figure 5, for graphic solution. For the 
example in the nght-hand graph of Figure 3, with a measured overpressure of 101 2 dB f2 3 Pa'i 
this distance is 6904 m. • v • 

o DT distance, what is the height of the raypath initially emitted at 0° elevation 
® ^ output tables of directed sound velocity versus height toward Antelope Island 

^d West Pomt were used for calculating refracted paths for rays emitted at 1” increments up to 
15 elevation angle, showing the altitude of the 0" ray at the specified distance as 2457 m MSL in 
Figure 3 . 

3. Considering the similarity yield-scaling problem, what is the non-dimensional ratio of 
this ray height above ground at 1293 m MSL to the gage distance? The limiting ray height, 1164 
m, is divided by the 65 km gage distance to give the ratio 0.017906. These numerical values are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2 for 1995 and 1996 events, respectively. 

4. What is the mean sound velocity-height gradient below the limiting ray height? This is 
re^ from a BLASTO output table of sound velocities at the surface and at ray height- the 
^erence was divided by the height to give the gradient, 4.2696x10’^ s‘‘, entered in Table 1 
^e ejection is shown by a dotted line in the left graph of Figure 3. The dotted connection to 
the surface velocity reduced by 6.5 ms** at 1900 m MSL will be explained in a later section. 

5. Is there any correlation between the distance ratio and this gradient, since upward ray 
curvature depends on gradient magnitude? The answer is yes — for events fired with easterly 
surface wind components and upwind propagations toward Antelope Island. 

UPWIND RESULTS 

Correlated points, plotted in Figure 6, are scattered around a decadal diagonal line 
mdicating roughly inverse proportionality. A statistical RMS fit line was only trivially different 
Also, points from events in both 1995 and 1996 fell within the same belt, although there was 
larger scatter in 1996. Using the resultant relationship 

Z/R = (10G)’ (1) 
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Table 1. Shadow Zone Propagation Analysis, 1995 
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Table 2 Shadow Zone Propagation Analysis. 1996. 

I Shot Date 

J!_ 
456 4/1 
459 4/4 

463 4/8 
466 4/11 
470 4/15 
477 4/22 
478 4/23 
487 5/3 \ 

491 5/6 I 
494 5/9 
498 5/13 
505 5/20 
519 6/3 
522 6/6 
526 6/10 
528 6/12 
529 6/13 
540 6/24 
564 7/18 
568 7/22 
570 7/24 
571 7/25 
575 7/29 
577 7/31 
578 8/1 
584 8/7 
585 8/8 
589 8/12 

590 8/13 
592 8/15 
597 8/20 
599 8/22 
603 8/26 
611 ~ 
613 
617 
620 < 
627 S 
631 S 
638 

Raob 
Time Raob Obsvd 
UTC # (dB) 

2050 6015 ' I 
1843 6018 

1000 X Duct 
Grad Dpth 2a 

(m) (m) 

ii 

2 6 
5 I 

8 3157 
1.4543 

13.8910 

0.9614 13.496 
3.8981 2.586 

2675 1355 2.0844 3.542 

9620 8300 12.7681 2.241 
1750 430 0.6615 9.070 
1988 663 1.0199 10.256 

1666 356 
3883 2563 
4503 31831 

0.5476 18.820 
3.3427 2.458 
4.8965 3.864 

1665 1900 
3965 14300 
3002 10600 

10790 9470 14.5679 4.826 
2023 703 1.0814 7.824 
3727 2407 3.7027 5.775 
1907 587 0.9030 11.244 
1506 186 0.2861 26.344 

1467 
10| 2451 

Error DownJ 
(dB) w 

-6.2| Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

4844 3524 3742|18200| 108.5 
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where R is target distance, Z is the source height on the 0° ray, and G is directed sound velocity 
gradient or decrease per kilometer. For each event, the depth fraction from Equation (1) 
used to back-calculate a prediction for 65 km range. Comparison with observed overpressures 
s owed an error standard deviation of ±2.53 dB, or an error factor of (1.34)*^ for 28 events. 

These upA^nd errors are small for such great distance, considering the greater 
propagation vanabihty found previously when comparing duplicate shots at short time 
^p^ations [6], and attributed to atmospheric turbulence and mesoscale variability of winds 

In what appeared to be an upwind case in Table 1, on 9/15/95, 114.8 dB was recorded 
much above any expectation. Its source was calculated to be 40 km horizontally and over 9 kitJ 
vertically from the burst, and above the highest raob reports. Thus this event could not be 
evaluated nor included m the error analysis. It must be assumed that some strong westerly winds 
were encountered along the raypath which were not encountered by the raob balloon to cause 
such a strong wave. ’ 

Similarly, in another upwind case with an easterly flow near the surface. Table 2 shows 

above Standard propagation on 
explained by the raob weather report. In this case, an upper wind report of 

238 18.5 toots at 3300 m MSL must have missed an effective wind stream at least 7 toots 
stronger. That bang would have been quite loud at Antelope Island, but not approaching the 
window damage threshold of 200 Pa or 140 dB. pp 8 

DOWNWIND RESULTS 

Explanation of propagations downwind from surface winds has proven less successful. 
Events fired with westerly surface wind components, however light, in Figure 7 show much 
greater scatter and appear extremely sensitive to sound velocity gradient, which is hard to 
specify. Sirface downwind ducting is assumed to extend only to the 10 m standard anemometer 
height, unless a higher-altitude raob measurement also showed an effective westerly wind 
wmponent. These conditions should be expected to enhance eastward propagation in the surface 
fnctional wind layer, unless the sound duct is blocked by terrain. And terrain did obstruct 
eastward propagation below about 20 m above these shot points, and before the airblast wave 
reached the flat lake surface. 

Unfortunately, low-altitude details, reported as significant levels in original raob 
o servations, were not included in delivered collections for dates prior to mid-August 1995. 
These were apparently lost from computer files, so that only records at 1000-ft height increments 
were preserved. This resolution was all that was used for “BOOM-TOO” predictions [7] until the 
import^ce of low altitude details for these predictions was explained and 500-ft increments 
were adopted. 

In those cases with surface wind ducting, the lowest ray that broke through the sound 
velocity inversion was used as the limiting ray for calculation and gradient correlation. These 
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escape ray angles are also entered in Figure 7, as well as an approximation line through the data 
points along ® 

Z/R = 78.4G-^'‘ (2) 

Furthermore as shown by Figure 8, there does not appear to be any correlation between 
this escape ray ^gle and the error from applying the upwind model of Equation (1) above the 
surtace sound duct. Comparison with observed overpressures for the 22 cases showed a 

modeling eiror standard deviation of ±5.06 dB, or an error factor of (1.79)*', much larger than 
for upwmd correlations. , 

“UTAH” UPWIND MODEL 

Cdculations for acoustic ray paths through atmospheric layers with varying directed 
sound velocity are described by many references. An adequate method, derived from the 
Rayleigh approximation that the horizontal wind applies along the ray path, may be used for 
relatively honzontal propagations from explosions [8]. A more exact solution [9], using actual 
wind components along ray paths at larger elevation angles, is necessaiy for application to sonic 
booms ^d high-dtitude explosions. The approximation method can be greatly simplified in the 
surtace burst gradient case, for a single surface atmospheric layer, so that 

X = Z [(Vo + Vz) / (Vo - Vz)]*'^ (3) 

Where X is horizontal and Z is vertical distance and V is directed sound velocity, subscripted 0 

at me bottom and Z at the top of the layer. Interpretation of Equation (1) as (V0-V7) = 10"^ R 
and approximating (Vo +Vz) = 2 Vo = 680 ms'^ the simultaneous solution is that 

X = 2608ZR-'^2 (4) 

Prediction for Antelope Island, at 65 km range, would thus proceed by identifying the altitude Z 

Where 6 5 ms ; assuming that layer gradient was linear; calculating the soiice 
distance X; ^d finally reading the predicted pressure level from Figure 5. Similar predictions 
were made for cases with westerly surface winds, but using (Vj-Vz ) = 6.5 ms'^ where V; is 

H This procedure for upwind airblast predictions was 
dubbed the UTAH Model. Such predictions for Antelope Island in 1995 and 1996 are shown in 
Tables 3 and 4, respectively, along with their prediction errors. 

Other predictions are also included in these two tables, including the BOOM-TOO 
method, which has apparently been required by agreement with the State of Utah for monitoring 
these events. BLASTO predictions were made, by this author (JWR), using the best obtainable 
weather data, and by NSWC-Dahlgren using the provided raob reports at 1000 ft and later at 500 
ft height increments as shown in their CD-ROM report [10]. In BLASTO, when terrain profiles 
are provided. Standard overpressures are assumed in any terrain shadow, for lack of any better 
approximation. This probably is the source of most differences between JWR and NSWC 
BLASTO calculations. 
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Table 3. Shadow Zone Predictions, 1995. 



Table 4. Shadow Zone Predictions, 1996. 



Table 5. Statistical Summaries. 

Gradient Propagation Anaiyses. 

Number Average standard Modeling 
of Pressure Dev’n Error(RMS) 

Cases (dB) (dB) (dB) 
UPWIND 28 8.664 2.531 

DOWNWIND 26 ■H 8.120 5.056 

Prediction Error Comparisons 
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Statistical prediction errors from these four methods are compared m Table 5 from 
listings in Tables 3 and 4. First, comparing JWR BLASTO predictions widi those by NSWC 
NSWC predictions were slightly more accurate, by 21% in overpressure, m spite of heir 
having been made from more detailed raob reports. It appears, from this particular sampling, that 

weather and terrain details simply added confusion. 

Comparing JWR BLASTO predictions with BOOM-TOO predictions demonsteated 
results from intrinsic fallacies in BOOM-TOO modeling, as previously described and criticized 
rill In an explosion experiment on Chesapeake Bay [12], measurements were used with m 
unfortunate selection for an empirical fitting fimction that precluded any realistic response to 
atmospheric enhancement of overpressures. This function was initially adopted m pro^^mg 
BOOM-TOO into an early digital mini-calculator for field use [7]. Overall, BOOM-TOO 
were 8.15 dB greater than BLASTO errors, which translates to a factor of 2.56 larger pressure 

prediction error. 

The UTAH Model performed only a little better than BLASTO, which was sur^sing in 
light of the apparently good correlation that provided its foundation. Deviations from e 
assumed single gradient may obviously and strongly affect ray curvature, and thus Ae height an 
distance of L Ltual diffusive source for further propagation, men prediction e^rs are 

plotted against observed pressures in Figure 9, however, it clearly 
Lerpressures are overpredicted and high pressures are underpredicted by both BLASTO and 

UTAH. 

Most remarkable and disturbing is that all errors, on average, are very nearly equal to the 
observation deviation from the sample mean. In other words, by simply Predicting thejean 
value* UBAR = 99.99 Pa, for each of 28 upwind propagations, an error standard deviation ot 

only ±8.65 dB resulted. This is 0.95 dB (12%) smaller than the UTAH model eixon In 26 
doiLwind cases, a larger UBAR = 107.14 dB obtained, as could be expected, although the error 

standard deviation was smaller, ±8.12 dB. That was 0.31 dB (4%) smaller than 

comparable UTAH model errors. 

Compared to Standard overpressure at 65 km. 118.5 db, it shows 18.5 dB average excess 

attenuation for upwind propagation. About 1.3 dB of this may 
turbulence and classical atmospheric attenuation (molecular relaxation) [13], which has been 

ignored It is not at all clear how this overall mean attenuation can be applied to genera 

predictions that require yield scaling and do not have an archive of ®e«ents 
Further data analyses may provide an appropnate value equivalent to 
decrease applied in UTAH predictions, but that is beyond the scope and capability of this report. 

COMPARISON WITH BLASTO MODELING 

Gradient propagation pressure-distance curves used in BLA^O and derived from 
Proiect PROPA-GATOR results are shown in Figure 10, for 100-lb TNT smfa^ burste and 
Sis of sld 10 ms-\ as defined by the 154-m meteorological tower. UTAH calcida ions 

Ire made for gradients of 2, 5, and 10 ms'* with the same dimensions, as shown by sy^^o^^ on 
this figure. Reasonable ball-park agreement is shown, and at comparable yield-scaled distances 
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Ivlio* tests and nuclear tests. Similarly, as shown by the dot-dash curve the UB AR 
average prediction also crosses the same neighborhood. aoi aasn curve, the UBAR 

UPWIND SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURES 

torn lOmrn/iT™ *** 0'’“™'' oveq,r«sures, 
nm’nf K + 1 subsct holds more examples with higher altitudes of correlation 
p nts, but the largest error magnitudes occurred with lower altitude points in contrast to tho 

^d ^ the effective gradients in the two highest pressure cases #19 
^d #20, are nearly the same as for #10 in Figure 11, at 10 dB lower pressure 

figures give no clear and obvious clues to correlation deviations. ^ 

sequence of 20 upwind sound velocity structures is shown in Figure 13 with 

while the lnrn<.ct ’ »17, #19, ^d #20, cluster m the lower nght hand portion of the figure 
while the largest over-predictions, for #3 and #7, fall in the upper left portion further refleShia 
the conclusions fi-om Figures 9 and 11. P on, lurmer reflecting 

DOWNWIND SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURES 

Similarly, downwind sound velocities are shown in Figure 14 for 93 9 to 111 5 dR 
pressm^s, and m figure 15 for piussures ftom 111.6 to 120.5 dB. Relate XffV.Vr 1 = 

. ms ^e m^ked, along with prediction error for each case. The only obvious pattern is the 

!mdl /r* I*"® overpressures that was displayed earlier in Figure 9 Defied cL 
studies of temin blocking and surface wind ducting effects, using airblast measurements made 

sssddd 

DISCUSSION 

T Ki ®^Ptesions in 1995 and two in 1996 were measured at 114.8 to 122.0 dB as shown in 

* Standard explosion overpressure-distance curve *On 4/5/95 a 
westerly wind duct extended to 100 m above the terrain, according to detailed Raob #5020 iteds 
and Figure 15, maintaining a near-Standard propagation. On 4/24/95 (Raob # 5032 in Figure 15) 
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5/18/95 (Raob #5049 in Figure 15), low-level wind details were not provided but there must 

M5/W ® ™k, as occurred on 4/5/95. On 

Tk V° observed overpressure, but they must have occurred along the 

^ circulations 
10^/£ /Ranf #sSq F over shot-site terrain where the raob was released. On 
A?cT ^oft showed several ducting layers un to 8 km 
MSL. Tbs should defimtely have been a NO-SHOOT condition. On 10/10/95 (Raob #5219') 
raob winds at 1500 m above ground came very close (by 0.1 m/s) to causing Tctin^o it cS 2 
r^patiT """°«ntered along the limiting 

On 5/6/96 (Raob #6050, Figure 15), Standard propagation of 118.5 dB was observed 
from a dog-leg sound velocity curve extending up to 4700 m MSL, but with only 0.1 ms*' excess 
aloft to generate a focused ray path. The Utah model only undeipredicted by 13 dBA so te 

w^ no strong focusing Nevertheless, a small increase in the causal 38 knot ^ ai llhSe 

flltit, and its occurrence at a few hundred meters higher 
al itude could have moved the focused ground return to a greater distance tow”d Sone 

diSfion ^ reduction and southerly 
directionaUhi^ft w^ occumng during the count-down, causing an encouraging trend to the 

ms-' at 3000^m decreased very slowly with altitude, by only 3 
ms at 3000 m MSL, then to -6.5 ms by 3500 m MSL. Apparently, some winds along the L 
pa were stronger, causing this 50% overpressure amplification above Standard There was 
however, no marked dog-leg structure to threaten focusing. 

COMPARISON WITH PROPA-GATOR RESULTS 

In Figure 10 of overpressure versus distance for 100-lb TOT surface bursts one solid 
Standard explosion propagation and two dashed lines that were fitted to PROPA^ 

decreases of -5 m/s and -10 m/s m sound velocity. These were ealculated by the BLASTO 
program. Values were then calculated from the Utah model for comparison, as shoira bv 
ym o s for 2, -5, and -10 m/s. The Utah model shows consistently lower predictions although 

not m^y fell below PROPA-GATOR error scatter-bars. A dash-dot line connects the Utah data 
upwmd average 99.99 dB measurement to the Standard overpressure curve following R’^ decay. 

Also included in this figure are indicators of yield-scaled distances for Christmas Island 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It appears that explosion airblast propagation into acoustic shadow zones, hypothesized to 
follow inverse-distance-squared overpressure decay from nuclear megaton ^d chemical 
kilogram sources, also follows this decay from upwind measurements of Poseidon demolitions. 

At this point it seems that the derived “Utah” model is superior to the PROPA-GATOR 
empiricism as applied by the BLASTO program, in that it evades yield-scaling problems and 
represents a much larger-scale experiment that should have allowed better measurement 

precision. 

Using the Utah model for propagations downwind of low-altitude or surface winds also 
gave smaller prediction errors than BLASTO, although Utah downwind errors were also smaller 

than Utah upwind errors, for this particular sampling. 

standard deviations around the mean recorded overpressures, for 28 upwind and 26 
downwind cases, were also smaller than UTAH prediction errors. But this would only provide 
predictive utility when a large number of similar previous events had been monitored. 

On several occasions, shots were fired under marginal noise-propagation weather 
conditions. On a couple occasions, firings were conducted under conditions which could easi y 
have caused focusing on the populated east side of Great Salt Lake. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Case studies of the effects of the small terrain barrier, east of the firing point, on short 
range propagations to the lake shore could elucidate the surface downwind duct ^sumption, as it 
confused prediction and several times managed to transmit relatively strong airblast waves across 

Salt Lake. 

The inverse-distance-squared model should be further explored to see it if also applies in 
airblast shadows beyond other terrain barriers. Such study is scheduled for anayses o 
Norwegian test data from series conducted in hilly terrain. It also f 
measurements collected at Vandenberg AFB, in 1981, in a sequel to PROPA-GATOR, to 
determine the protection provided there by surroimding moimtams. 

The collection of Nevada nuclear test data contains many examples of gradient- 
dominated propagation to long distances of 50 to 150 km. These tests were mostly fired ate^ly 
morning hours under strong desert night-time temperature mversions. But Jese mversion airbl^t 
ducts vvere blocked by 300- to 500-m mountains that surrounded both Yucca and Frenchman 
Flats. These data are in hand and could be analyzed against the Utah model. 
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